Hibernation Feature

The ADA EZ hibernates after a period of inactivity. The hibernate feature default is 2
hours but is adjustable to 8 hours, 72 hours, or can be turned off all together.
Most people never notice that the feature is active. We shut down the RF (and all the
other current sources) after 2 hours to preserve battery life. So in an office environment
the unit is essentially asleep from 7pm until 6am until the first employee arrives. That
effectively doubles your battery life. In a school or university setting the ADA EZ can sit
idle for months during the summer break and consume little to no battery power.
Simply activate the door once manually to wake the ADA EZ up from its hibernation
mode.
Our RF receiver circuit is unlike any other manufacture’s in that it uses battery power to
“Listen” for the ADA EZ activate signal. True others make RF equipment but in almost
all cases the “Receiver” is plugged into a hardwired power source and only the
transmitter is battery powered. ADA EZ utilizes both a battery operated transmitter and
receiver.
The ADA EZ can be installed and never used manually for 2.5 years and the battery will
still have enough power to open the door and dozen or so times. The reason we
suggest 80 manual cycles per day is to allow the ADA EZ will self generate all the
power it needs to keep its field replaceable, onboard, battery pack charged for up to12
years and in some cases longer.

A fully charged battery has the capability to open a door up to 2000 times in a row,
generously allowing for periodic fluctuations from 80/20 guidelines with little impact on
the product’s overall usability. For example 25% automatic use for one day is not a
problem, so long as that level of automatic use is not sustained.

Instructions on how to change the settings appear below. Plugging the unit in using the
HDWR option automatically turns off the hibernate feature.
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